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why would one track fluid particles ?why would one track fluid particles ?

Scalar dispersion: Scalar dispersion: 
how does it spread from the source ?how does it spread from the source ?

one particle statisticsone particle statistics

Mixing: Mixing: 
how fast two chemicals become close together?how fast two chemicals become close together?
what is the magnitude of concentration fluctuationswhat is the magnitude of concentration fluctuations

two particle statisticstwo particle statistics



issues in particle tracking in turbulent flowsissues in particle tracking in turbulent flows

single out individual particles
track individual trajectories
enough spatial resolution
enough time resolution

single particle statistics
(trajectories, velocity, acceleration)

multi-particle statistics
(relative dispersion, shape evolution...) 

single out individual particles
track individual trajectories
enough spatial resolution
enough time resolution

single particle statistics
(trajectories, velocity, acceleration)

multi-particle statistics
(relative dispersion, shape evolution...) 



Lagrangian tracking methodsLagrangian tracking methods

•• Doppler techniques:Doppler techniques:
-- ultrasound Doppler (Lyon, Grenoble)ultrasound Doppler (Lyon, Grenoble)
-- Laser Doppler (Laser Doppler (GGööttingenttingen, Lyon), Lyon)

gives the velocity from a frequency modulationgives the velocity from a frequency modulation

•• Imaging techniques: 3D particle tracking Imaging techniques: 3D particle tracking velocimetryvelocimetry
-- 1D silicon strip detectors (Cornell)1D silicon strip detectors (Cornell)
-- 2D cameras (2D cameras (RisoeRisoe, , GGööttingenttingen, Cornell, Zurich), Cornell, Zurich)

gives the trajectoriesgives the trajectories



resolution requirementsresolution requirements

ex: to achieve a measurement in a ex: to achieve a measurement in a RRλλ=1000 lab flow: =1000 lab flow: 

•• temporal resolution (required for both methods):temporal resolution (required for both methods):
TTLL//ττηη ~ 1000 and in experiments ~ 1000 and in experiments ττηη ~ 1ms ~ 1ms 

•• spatial resolution (for imaging only): spatial resolution (for imaging only): 
L/L/ηη ~ R~ Rλλ

3/23/2 ~4000 with ~4000 with ηη ~ 30 ~ 30 µµmm
+ measure over 2L+ measure over 2L
+ resolve scales sub + resolve scales sub ηη
with 1/10 sub pixel resolution: several thousand pixelswith 1/10 sub pixel resolution: several thousand pixels

•• frequency resolution (Doppler)frequency resolution (Doppler)
resolution in frequency is the resolution in velocityresolution in frequency is the resolution in velocity
maybe in competition with temporal resolution maybe in competition with temporal resolution 

(time(time--frequency analysis)frequency analysis)
in general: parametric estimationin general: parametric estimation



Doppler techniquesDoppler techniques

acoustic and optical versions developed in ENS Lyon:acoustic and optical versions developed in ENS Lyon:

•• acoustics: ultrasound acoustics: ultrasound λλ~0.6 mm~0.6 mm
large measurement volume (2L~10 cm)large measurement volume (2L~10 cm)
not so small particlesnot so small particles

•• optics: Laser optics: Laser λλ~0.532 ~0.532 µµmm
small measurement volume (~5 mm)small measurement volume (~5 mm)
small particlessmall particles
very good time resolutionvery good time resolution

most presented results measured in variations most presented results measured in variations 
on a French washing machine themeon a French washing machine theme



ultrasound Doppler techniqueultrasound Doppler technique
Lyon: Mordant, Michel, Metz, Lyon: Mordant, Michel, Metz, PintonPinton

large measurement volume: ultrasounds (about 2 times L)large measurement volume: ultrasounds (about 2 times L)

Mordant, Metz, Michel & Mordant, Metz, Michel & PintonPinton PRL 2001PRL 2001

velocityvelocity
autocorrelationautocorrelation

also in a air jet in Grenoble: also in a air jet in Grenoble: GervaisGervais, , BaudetBaudet, Gagne Exp Fluids 2007 , Gagne Exp Fluids 2007 



ultrasound Doppler techniqueultrasound Doppler technique
velocity time incrementsvelocity time increments

intermittencyintermittency

Mordant, Metz, Michel & Mordant, Metz, Michel & PintonPinton PRL 2001PRL 2001

multifractalmultifractal description by Chevillard et al. description by Chevillard et al. PRL PRL 20032003



ultrasound Doppler techniqueultrasound Doppler technique

KolmogorovKolmogorov constant constant CC00 ::

and thenthen

here here CC00~4 at ~4 at RRλλ=800=800

other recent estimate: other recent estimate: GGööttingenttingen CC00~6 at a similar ~6 at a similar RRλλ
((XuXu, Ouellette & , Ouellette & BodenschatzBodenschatz ETC11 proc.ETC11 proc.))

important for stochastic modeling of dispersion:important for stochastic modeling of dispersion:



fluid particle accelerationfluid particle acceleration

Cornell University (E. Cornell University (E. BodenschatzBodenschatz)) to get the acceleration:to get the acceleration:
resolve the smallest temporalresolve the smallest temporal

and spatial scalesand spatial scales

imaging technique:imaging technique:
4 linear cameras (silicon strip detectors)4 linear cameras (silicon strip detectors)
trajectory of single particles trajectory of single particles 

resolution:resolution:
70,000 frames/s70,000 frames/s
8 8 µµm/pixel (<m/pixel (<ηη))

VothVoth, La , La PortaPorta, Crawford, Alexander & , Crawford, Alexander & BodenschatzBodenschatz
J. Fluid Mech.J. Fluid Mech. 469469 (2002)(2002)

Mordant, Crawford & Mordant, Crawford & BodenschatzBodenschatz PRL PRL 9393 (2004)(2004)



fluid particle accelerationfluid particle acceleration

Rλ = 690

Rλ = 485

Rλ = 970

Rλ = 670

highly non Gaussian distributionhighly non Gaussian distribution
of the acceleration componentsof the acceleration components

very large accelerations (>1000g)very large accelerations (>1000g)

time dynamics related totime dynamics related to
the the KolmogorovKolmogorov time scaletime scale



fluid particle accelerationfluid particle acceleration

acceleration magnitude
correlated over 

integral time scales

trapping in vortices

Mordant, Crawford & Mordant, Crawford & BodenschatzBodenschatz PRL PRL 9393 (2004)(2004)

see also Mordant, see also Mordant, LLéévêquevêque, , PintonPinton NJP NJP 2004, 2004, PRLPRL 20022002



fluid particle acceleration using Laser Dopplerfluid particle acceleration using Laser Doppler
new experiment in Lyonnew experiment in Lyon

R. Volk, G. R. Volk, G. VerhilleVerhille, N. Mordant, J., N. Mordant, J.--F. F. PintonPinton

based on classical LDV but with wide beamsbased on classical LDV but with wide beams
1W laser, measurement volume ~ (5 mm)1W laser, measurement volume ~ (5 mm)33
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fluid particle acceleration using Laser Dopplerfluid particle acceleration using Laser Doppler

reproducesreproduces CornellCornell data data veryvery accuratelyaccurately

Rλ a0

Lyon 690 ~ 6.2

Cornell 680 6.2±0.4



inertial particles (preliminary results)inertial particles (preliminary results)

(very small particles)

effective inertia
of the particle

3 types of 3 types of particlesparticles::
•• latex:latex: d=1.06 d=1.06 ββ~1~1 a/a/ηη=1=1 neutralneutral
•• plastic:plastic: d=1.4 d=1.4 ββ=0.8=0.8 a/a/ηη=1.5=1.5 heavyheavy
•• bubblesbubbles d=1.3 10d=1.3 10--3 3 ββ~3~3 a/a/ηη~2.5~2.5 lightlight



inertial particles (preliminary results)inertial particles (preliminary results)

no no clearclear change in change in 
accelerationacceleration distributiondistribution

clearclear change inchange in
accelerationacceleration

variancevariance



multi-particles measurementsmulti-particles measurements

typical measurement: typical measurement: 
relative dispersion of 2 particlesrelative dispersion of 2 particles

experimental issues:experimental issues:
•• have pairs close enough at the initial time:have pairs close enough at the initial time:

large seeding density and resolution of the small scaleslarge seeding density and resolution of the small scales
•• track particles for a long time (~Ttrack particles for a long time (~TLL): ): 

low enough seeding density (max 1000 particles in view)low enough seeding density (max 1000 particles in view)
•• observe large separations (~L): observe large separations (~L): 

large field of view (about 3L)large field of view (about 3L)

with current cameras moderate Reynolds numberwith current cameras moderate Reynolds number

technique: 3D PTV usingtechnique: 3D PTV using
multiple camerasmultiple cameras

from Berg et al. PRE 2006



particles pairsparticles pairs

expected separation following the Richardson predictionexpected separation following the Richardson prediction

for a initial position in the inertial rangefor a initial position in the inertial range

for the current exp. (Rfor the current exp. (Rλλ~600)~600)
the particles do not forget the particles do not forget 

their initial separation their initial separation 
before reaching the integral length scalebefore reaching the integral length scale

BatchelorBatchelor
scalingBourgoinBourgoin, Ouellette, , Ouellette, XuXu, Berg, , Berg, BodenschatzBodenschatz

ScienceScience 20062006
scaling



particles pairsparticles pairs

no clear Richardson scaling:no clear Richardson scaling:
requires a very large Reynolds numberrequires a very large Reynolds number
and small initial separations (~10and small initial separations (~10ηη))

Bourgoin et al. Science 2006LuthiLuthi, , OttOtt, Berg & Mann , Berg & Mann J. of TurbulenceJ. of Turbulence 20072007



backward vs forward dispersionbackward vs forward dispersion
mixing is concerned rather with backwards scattering mixing is concerned rather with backwards scattering ieie

how two particles come close togetherhow two particles come close together

forward

backward

backward dispersion
is faster (2x) 

than forward dispersion

link with coarse grained 
velocity gradient tensor 

Berg, Lüthi, Mann & Ott PRE 2006

see also see also XuXu, Ouellette, , Ouellette, 
NobachNobach & & BodenschatzBodenschatz ETC11 proc.ETC11 proc.



tetrahedratetrahedra
matrix of inertiamatrix of inertia

normalized normalized eigenvalueseigenvalues
shape evolution toward planar shapes

Xu, Ouellette, Bodenschatz Proc. ICNM5 2007 LuthiLuthi, , OttOtt, Berg & Mann , Berg & Mann J. of TurbulenceJ. of Turbulence 20072007



Lagrangian statsLagrangian stats

•• well resolved 1 particle measurementswell resolved 1 particle measurements

•• acceleration measurement: acceleration measurement: 
strongly non Gaussian distributionstrongly non Gaussian distribution
long time correlationslong time correlations

•• inertial particles / bubbles measurementsinertial particles / bubbles measurements

•• multiple particle measurements in progressmultiple particle measurements in progress
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